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Replace the Test Module

                   

Dear customer, thank you for purchasing the intelligent SPD tester produced by Shanghai Citel Electronics Co,Ltd.
Obtaining your product serial number in advance will ensure you to engage efficient and superior customer service.
The serial number is on the product label, as shown in Figure 1-1.

Dear customer,
This User Manual describes basic operations of the major functions of this product. Before using the product, please
read the Manual carefully and keep the Manual properly. By reading the Manual thoroughly, you will know how to
operate the major functions of this product and get the most out of your product. CITEL does not undertake any
obligation if the product is damaged due to your improper operation. We have done our best to avoid human errors
and provide you with correct and reliable information in this Manual, but we do not guarantee absolutely right under
the following circumstances: 1. Errors that are not discovered before printing; 2. Incomplete information due to
uncontrollable printing, binding, and distribution mistakes. If you have any question, please contact our Customer
Service. To improve the performance and reliability of our parts and the main unit, we may have some minor adjustment toward our software and hardware configurations, which may cause inconsistency between practical product
configuration and the Manual, but your use of the product will not be affected. If there is inconsistency between the
image and the actual product, the actual product shall govern.
Thank you!
Shanghai Citel Electronics Co, Ltd.

The high-voltage indicator is red when high voltage is generated, and off under other circumstances.

                            
There are several ways to test a surge protective device (SPD):
                                               
     

                       

                                                     
                                                       
                   

              
               

Now we have two kinds of module for automatic test with different position of pin, as below picture
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For pluggable
DS series modules
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For pluggable
DAC series modules
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Select the "Auto Mode Test" and the SPD selection screen is displayed.
Select the SPD model by Classification or Search function. If the current does not show the model of the tested
device, flip the model selection screen by using the left and right arrows (red circles in Figure 5.4).
If the tested SPD model cannot be found
("unknown SPD"), switch to Manual Mode
or update softwoare version (to update the
product database).
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To avoid electric shock or personal injury, you must know the following issues:
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